Fisher Phillips Attorneys Receive Top Honors in Best Lawyers in America©

More Than A Quarter of the Firm’s Attorneys Recognized in 2021 Edition
8.20.20

ATLANTA (August 20, 2020) – Fisher Phillips, one of the country’s preeminent labor and employment law firms representing employers, announces the inclusion of 123 attorneys across 17 key practice areas in the 2021 Best Lawyers in America© list, the guide’s 27th edition.

Additionally, 12 attorneys were ranked “Lawyer of the Year” for 2021, honoring their skill and prowess in their respective practices and metropolitan area. Only one lawyer is recognized as the “Lawyer of the Year” for each practice and location:

- Steven M. Bernstein | Trade Secrets Law | Tampa
- Michael D. Carrouth | Litigation – Labor and Employment | Columbia
- Charles S. Caulkins | Labor Law – Management | Fort Lauderdale
- J. Randall Coffey | Litigation – Labor and Employment | Kansas City
- Cynthia Blevins Doll | Employment Law – Management | Louisville
- Michael R. Greco | Litigation – Labor and Employment | Denver
- Raymond C. Haley III | Labor Law – Management | Louisville
- Debra A. Clephane Kennedy | Immigration Law | Troy, MI
- Steven M. Bernstein | Trade Secrets Law | Tampa
- Michael D. Carrouth | Litigation – Labor and Employment | Columbia
- Charles S. Caulkins | Labor Law – Management | Fort Lauderdale
- J. Randall Coffey | Litigation – Labor and Employment | Kansas City
- Cynthia Blevins Doll | Employment Law – Management | Louisville
- Michael R. Greco | Litigation – Labor and Employment | Denver
- Raymond C. Haley III | Labor Law – Management | Louisville
- Debra A. Clephane Kennedy | Immigration Law | Troy, MI
New for 2021 is Best Lawyers’ “Ones to Watch” rankings. Fisher Phillips has 42 attorneys ranked in the inaugural edition which recognizes attorneys who are earlier in their careers for outstanding professional excellence in private practice in the U.S.

To see Fisher Phillips’ full results, visit the firm’s Best Lawyers profile here.

**About Best Lawyers**®️ ([www.bestlawyers.com](http://www.bestlawyers.com))

Since it was first published in 1983, *Best Lawyers*®️ has become universally regarded as the definitive guide to legal excellence. *Best Lawyers* lists are compiled based on an exhaustive peer-review evaluation. Almost 87,000 leading lawyers globally are eligible to vote, and Best Lawyers received almost 10 million evaluations on the legal abilities of other lawyers based on their specific practice areas around the world. Lawyers are not required or allowed to pay a fee to be listed; therefore, inclusion in *Best Lawyers* is considered a singular honor. *Corporate Counsel* magazine has called *Best Lawyers* “the most respected referral list of attorneys in practice.”
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Christopher C. Hoffman
James R. Holland II
Christine E. Howard
Cynthia M. Jacob
Clyde H. Jacob III
David S. Jones
Debra Auerbach Clephane Kennedy
Matthew R. Korn
Danielle Krauthamer
Edwina C. Kye
Arthur V. Lambert
Terry E. Lardakis
Aymara Ledezma
Courtney Leyes
Karl R. Lindegren
Steven M. Loewengart
Todd B. Logsdon
Reyburn W. Lominack III
William Brian London
Nathan K. Low
Todd A. Lyon
Darin L. Mackender
Scott M. Mahoney
Jeffrey E. Mandel
C. F. W. Manning II
Howard A. Mavity
Luke E. McDaniels
James J. McDonald Jr.
Phillips L. McWilliams
Claire E. Meharg
Richard R. Meneghello
Richard A. Millisor
Stephen C. Mitchell
David B. Monks
Danielle Hultenius Moore
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R. Henry Moore
Timothy J. Murphy
Gregory V. Murray
Alyssa R. Musmanno
Warren L. Nelson
Steven M. Nobil
Daniel P. O’Brien
James Patrick
Jonathan P. Pearson
Regina A. Petty
Ann Margaret Pointer
James C. Polkinghorn
John M. Polson
Kathleen Saenz Poppenger
Keith M. Pyburn Jr.
Roger K. Quillen
Melody L. Rayl
Thomas Paul Rebel
Ronald E. Reynolds
Mark J. Ricciardi
Ashton M. Riley
Michelli Rivera
Robert M. Robenalt
Stephen J. Roppolo
Benjamin J. Ross
Jeffrey A. Savarise
Susan M. Schaecher
Cheryl L. Schreck
David E. Schreiner
Stephen Scott
Timothy H. Scott
Joseph P. Shelton
Craig P. Siegenthaler
Jeffrey D. Smith
John W. Stapleton
Shanon R. Stevenson
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Terri R. Stewart
Christopher P. Stief
Cathy M. Stutin
Douglas R. Sullenberger
James Sullivan
Hannah Sweiss
John E. Thompson
Kim Kiel Thompson
Martin F. Thompson
J. Hagood Tighe
Lauren C. Tompkins
Megan Reese U'Sellis
Pavneet Singh Uppal
Danielle S. Urban (CIPP/E)
Teresa Valderrama
Joshua H. Viau
Jenna M. Warden
Timothy J. Weatherholt
Jeff Weintraub
Alexander A. Wheatley
Kristin R.B. White
Sheila M. Willis
Benton N. Wood
Robert Yonowitz